The Engineering Test Stand (ETS) is an EUV laboratory lithography tool. The purpose of the ETS is to demonstrate EUV full-field imaging and provide data required to support production-tool development. The ETS is configured to separate the imaging system and stages from the illumination system. Environmental conditions can be controlled independently in the two modules to maximize EUV throughput and environmental control. A source of 13.4 nm radiation is provided by a laser plasma source in which a YAG laser beam is focused onto a xenon-cluster target. A condenser system, comprised of multilayer-coated mirrors and grazing-incidence mirrors, collects the EUV radiation and directs it onto a reflecting reticle. A four-mirror, ring-field optical system, having a numerical aperture of 0. 1 , projects a 4x-reduction image onto the wafer plane. This design corresponds to a resolution of 7Onm at a k1 of 0.52. The ETS is designed to produce full-field images in stepand-scan mode using vacuum-compatible, one-dimension-long-travel magnetically levitated stages for both reticle and wafer.
INTRODUCTION
Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) is one of the leading candidates for patterning semiconductor devices during the next decade. The development of multilayer coatings' for wavelengths between 1 mm and 14 nm enables the design of allreflecting systems that support multiple generations of microlithography technology, capable of feature sizes down to 30 nm.
The EUV beam collected in each of the six channels is shaped and directed by a crazing-incidence mirror and a near-normal mirror, located in the illuminator enclosure A membrane-type spectral purity ft Iter removes out-of -hand radiation and provides an environmental harrier between the illuminator and main enclosure. The six beams are combined and further conditioned h a final grazing-incidence element. C4. to illuminate at the reticle and to achies e an ci fecti ye apeiture till factor of 0.7. The ETS projection system, a tour-mirror, ring-field design, projects an image of the reflecting reticle onto the water within a print field 1.5 mm wide by 24 mm long. The projection optics are designed to print 4x-reduciioit, full-held images in stepand-scan mode, using a numerical aperture of 0.1. The ETS design requirement for printing Of) nm features is satisfied hr this optical design. which also supports the printing of 70 nm features at a k1 of 0.52. 'Ihe projection system is kineiuaiicallv mounted on a rigid metrology frame of invar which is carried on a set of three active/passive isolators to protect ii from ground vibrations.
The reticle and wafer are electrostatically clamped and carried on magnetically-levitated I niaglei I stages. which are mounted on a grounded structure. This design assures that the reaction forces, resulting from stage acceleration, are shunted to ground without exciting modes in the projection system or support structures. Each stage controls one long-travel degree of freedom in the scanning direction and 5 degrees of freedom over short travel ranges. A laser metrologv system feeds the positions of the wafer and reticle platens to a high-speed digital control system, designed to achieve precision scannmilg, while isolating the suspended reticle and wafer from ground vibrations induced in the stage bases.
The environmental enclosure is comprised of two primary components. the illuminator enclosure coiltamiling the source and condenser and the main enclosure containing the ('4 condensing element, the projection optics box and the scanning stages. \Vithin the main enclosure special seals create three separate zones: the reticle zone containing the reticle stage, the optics zone containing the projection optics and stage metrologv, and the wafer zone containing the wafer stage. 1 his configuration provides the flexibility to implement environmental conditions designed to protect the optics front carbon contantination due to cracking of' hydrocarbons on the mirror surfaces and to proteci the reticle from particulate contamiimiiatioii. 
ILLtI\IINATOR SUBSVSI'EM
There are three major components of the ETS illuminator as shown schematically in lig. 2. a 1700 watt pulsed laser that drises the plasma. a nas jet system that provides a target of solid etton particles, and a multi-element condenser that collects a laree traction of the emitted radiation and directs it onto the reticle.
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The EUV illumination system requirements for the ETS exposure tool are tabulated in Table 2 and described in more detail in Ref. 3 . To meet these requirements, a high-power jet source and illumination system has been developed. It consists of a gas jet target, 1700 W solid-state laser driver, and a large-solid-angle condenser, each of which will be described in turn. The target medium for the laser plasma source is supplied by a continuous gas jet system developed by Advanced Energy Systems and described in a previous publication. 4 The jet source produces a target stream of Xe clusters via supersonic expansion. Typical stagnation pressures are in the range from 10-15 bar. The nozzle is engineered to maximize the degree of Xe condensation for optimum EUV generation and also to minimize the attenuation of EUV by uncondensed Xe gas. An efficient pumping scheme is employed to reduce the ambient pressure of Xe to 1 mTorr under normal operation. To reduce recurring costs associated with Xe use, the system is a closed loop, continuously recycling 100% of the gas flow for reuse. Gas filtration and chemical getters are employed in the gas recycling path to minimize potential contamination of the gas stream from particles, hydrocarbons and water vapor.
To achieve the required EUV source power and repetition rate, a 1700 W laser driver has been developed by the TRW Inc. and integrated with the continuous jet target. The laser is a diode-pumped, solid state Nd3:YAG laser comprised of three identical laser modules, each of which produces 570W of time-averaged 1.06 im power at repetition rates of 1667-2000 Hz.
The beams from the three modules are multiplexed to deliver 285-342 mJ/pulse at a combined repetition rate of 5000-6000 Hz, or can be synchronized to deliver 900 mJ/pulse at a repetition rate of 1667-2000 Hz. Pulse duration for each individual chain is -6 ns FWHM and the beam quality, as determined by the focal spot size in the far field, is 1.1 -1.2 times the diffraction limit. Laser beam pointing is actively controlled at 6000 Hz, achieving a total combined beam drift/jitter of approximately 0.25 times the diffraction-limited spot size. Output power stability is also excellent, exhibiting root-meansquare deviations ranging from 0.6-0.8%, depending on output power. The 1700 W laser driver has been integrated with the continuous jet source and optimization of the EUV yield, and the nozzle thermal performance is in progress. Under 1260 W of incident laser irradiation, the laser-to-EUV conversion efficiency at 13.4 nm is measured to be 0.54 mJEUV/JIaser-eV-sr, yielding an output power of 9.8 Watts integrated over a 2.5% spectral bandwidth and 2it steradians. As shown in Fig. 3 , this represents an increase in source power by a factor of more than 7.5 during the past year. Efforts are in progress to satisfy the source power requirement for the ETS by improving the laser beam delivery efficiency to increase laser power delivered to the jet target to 1500 W and also by reducing the attenuation of plasma source emission caused by residual Xe in the source chamber.
The jet assembly has been designed to keep the nozzle throat and mounting assembly cool during operation at full laser power. In addition, materials used for plasma-facing nozzle and vacuum hardware are chosen to minimize the rates of erosion and subsequent deposition of eroded material on nearby multilayer-coated optics. Experiments to establish the reflectance lifetime of the plasma-facing first condenser element as functions of laser pulse energy, average power, and nozzle-laser separation are in progress. 
Condenser optical design
The ETS condenser is a 19 element design that collects EUV radiation in 6 channels, intercepting a total solid angle of 1.68 sterradians (see Fig. 2 ). The condenser provides Kohler illumination along the arc field and critical illumination across the arc field in the scanning direction. This design achieves a high degree of uniformity along the arc in the cross-scan direction. Illumination from the 6 channels are combined within the pupil of the projection system, resulting in an effective fill factor of 0.7.
The Cl collector is comprised of 6 mirrors, each of which is a compound elliptical concentrator that focuses the collected radiation into a 55°arc focus. The mirrors are orientated in such a way that the pupil fill profile is synthesized at an intermediate pupil plane located at condenser element C3. In each channel a grazing-incidence flat mirror, C2, is aligned with a slightly-powered near-normal mirror, C3, to rotate the 6 arcs and superimpose them at a common location at the reticle plane. The final grazing-incidence mirror, C4, is an aspheric element that serves two functions. It reshapes the combined arc focus of EUV radiation from a 55°arc to a 30° arc, matching the projection system field of view in the reticle plane. The second function of C4 is to image the pupil fill profile at C3 into the aperture of the projection system at an effective fill factor of 0.7.
Illuminator mechanical design
The condenser mechanical design (See Fig.4 ) must maintain the positions of the 19 condenser mirrors to translational tolerances on the order of 60 microns and angular tolerances of 40 microradians. Additionally, the C 1 assembly and the C3 assembly must be easily replaced since they are consumable in the ETS operation. The stability requirements were met by isolating the entire condenser from the walls of the vacuum chamber, to minimize motion from pump-down and to mitigate acoustic and pump vibrations. To minimize thermal distortion of the optics, the Cl assembly is water-cooled and the individual substrates are made of silicon for high thermal conductivity. The C3 assembly has passive cooling. Successful operation of the illuminator requtres sunultaneous operation of the laser pror1ucel plasttii source, alignment of all 12) elements of the condenser as well as the spectral purity filter, and environmental protection for the optics. The ens ironmental requirements for operating the illumination ssstem are to nunmnuze high mass hydrocarbons and to tmpleinent a protective gas blend hebue each [LV operation. I ugh mass hydrocarbons are defined as anything above atomic mass 44. For the illuminator and pupil chamber the Partial pressne of the hydrocarbons above mass 44 were on the order of ic-I I torr. This level was deemed acceptable for FU\' operatioits. The gas blend is a torntnla developed to protect all [U\'-exposed multilaver coatings from oxidation by residual water vapor. The formula specifies a 2:1 iatio of ethanol to skater based on partial pressure measurements. The gas blend was implemented and the plasma ssas niitiated.
Following visible-light alignment of the condenser using the diamond-turned aluminum ('I surrogates. the nuiltilayer coated C' I assembly was installed um the illumination chamber and the ethanol gas blend was implemented. \ll of the mnech:mnicai degrees of freedom in the source-condenser optical train, except the position of the plisnia sonice relative to the ('I, were "frozen'' via previous optical and iiiechanical alignment using a coordinate measuring maclime. l'hc aligiummcnt of time si\ condenser chatinels was then monitored at the pupil plane as the plasma source centroid was translated sliglitlr by nosing the gas let and laser focal position. l'hc source ssas run at a repetition rate of 10 I Ii to alloss facile s es nig of the resmiltimie Cl Assembly
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Jet Assembly C2 Assembly illumination patterns for alignment. Reasonable EU\7 alignment was aclueved -20 nun altei the source ss as ignited. A representative image of the illumination at the pupil plane. recorded ia EU V-induced scintillation Ijom a gadolinium oxvsulfide scintil lator plate. is shown tn Fig .5 .A simulated pupil IjIl. calculated in Code V for a point source, is provided 6 ii comparison. In both the simulated and actual images. the circle represents sigma = 0.7 ( 70/ of the pupil diameter). As can be seen in the fioure. the qualitative aspects of the pupi fill are well-matched to the prediction. I )if terences due to the finite source size and less uniform annular distribution of the continuous Jet source are being quantified. The thin horizontal hands in the experimental image are caused hr shadows from the blades of the last FIJ\' shutter.
Ficure 5. Comparison of pupil till as predicted using Code V and a photo taken of EUV scintillation from a adoluiium o\vsulhde sciniillator plate.
PROJECTION SUBSYSTEM
The ETS projection system is designed to demonstrate the printing of full-field images at 100 nm resolution in step-and-scan mode. Having a numerical aperture of 0. I. the projection system also meets the requirements for printing of 70 nm dense lines and spaces at a k value of 0.52.
Projection optics design
The projection optics is a 4-mirror ring-field design. with a 4x reduction, that is shown schematically iii Fig. 6 . The numerical aperture is 0. 1. which readily supports printing 10)) nm design rules at an FJV wavelength of I 3.4 mu. 'Ihe optical design consists (if tour mirrors labeled M 1. M2. M3. and M4 in l'ig. 6. 'l'hree of the mirrors are aspheric and M3 is sphere The aperture stop is located at M3. The overall length from the mask plane to the waler plane is 1075 mm. 'the design is rotationally symmetric, and the well-corrected field is an annulus extending over a radial range from 20$ mm to 214 mm in the mask plane. The used field is a 30 arc of this annulus. which corresponds to a chord length of 104 mm at the mask. Images will he printed by synchronously scanning the wafer at a quarter of the velocity of the mask, so that the moving image s'iI I appear stationary on the ater. Of the full rotationall symmetric aspheric pirent. only a region around the actual used clear aperture was nianufactured. to minimize the weight of the substrates and improve their mounting stability.
T4 Figure. 6. Schematic diagram of the EUV lithographic camera, showing the used segments of the mirrors (bold outlines) as well as the rotationally symmetric parents from which they were derived (thin outlines). Mirror M3 is a sphere and the others are aspheres. The pupil is located at M3. The well-corrected field is an arc of an annulus centered on the optic axis. Rays are shown for one field point.
The optical design was optimized with the aim of simultaneously satisfying several design constraints. These design goals included wavefront quality, reduction ratio, telecentricity, field curvature, image distortion, aspheric departure, and control of incidence angles on the mirrors. This last constraint was to allow uniform, rather than graded, multilayer coatings on the mirrors, and was achieved by using one multilayer d-spacing on the aspheres and a slightly larger d-spacing on M3 where the average angles of incidence are higher. The aberration correction is dominated by the behavior of astigmatism. By controlling the high-order aspheric terms on the mirrors, both 5th and 7th order astigmatism was brought to zero at the center of the ring field. The design wavefront error at this point is 0.004 waves and 0.020 waves at top and bottom of the ring-field, for a wavelength of 13.4 nm. The distortion was controlled so that the magnification as a function of field radius has a stationary point at the center of the ring field. This "balanced" distortion minimizes the blurring of the scanned image caused by image distorion. It is found that although the static distortion field has a maximum magnitude of 16 nm, scanning through this field leads to a scan blur that reduces the Strehl ratio by only 0.007, with a residual dynamic distortion of less than 2 nm. The design is telecentric at the wafer, but since the mask is reflective, the imaging at the mask is necessarily oblique. This characteristic imparts stringent flatness requirements on the mask, but it does allow a residual magnification control of ppm to be achieved simply by varying the conjugate plane locations.
Projection Optics Box Mechanical Design
The projection optics box (POB) is made up of an assembly of four optics each supported in optic cells, 10 remotely actuated adjustments, a main structure, a host of sensors and a control system. The mechanical design of the POB is driven by the need to achieve and maintain precise alignment among the optics and to isolate the optics from forces and movements that would distort their figure. The design philosophy atten1pts to keep the PUB imaging system completely passive other than the actuated adjustments, the objective being to avoid active thermal or mirror positioning control. This is achieved by designing for high resonant frequencies, using low CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) material, and taking advantage of the long thermal time constants inherent with large thermal masses and radiative heat transfer between the PUB and ETS chamber.
Optical Mount Design
All optical mounts use an exact constraint design approach. In each mount design, three bipod flexures are used to fully constrain the six rigid-body degrees of freedom of a substrate with respect to a rigid optic cell. Figure 7 shows a typical optic cell design with the various components noted. Fach leg of the hipod flexure is designed to have high stiffness along its axis or constraint direction and much lower stiffness in all other directions. The connection of the hipod to a substrate is designed to allow the suhstratc to he rcmos cd from the mount cell. In the figure. the hipod is shown along with a button that is bonded to the substrate. Ihe hutton and hipod connect through a coupline design that insures a highly repeatable. fully constrained Joint. Another common component of all the mount designs is a rigid optic cell that serves to fix the mount bipods with respect to one another and to act as an interface to other structures. Ihe optic cells are designed to provide a rigid, stable platform toi the optics.
4.2.2.
Projection Optics Box Structure I)esign
The P(_)B structure appears in Figure 8 . Ihe FOB structure is a 8uper Invar weldment consisting of three horizontal plates and bent side walls. Openings in the sides allow access to the inside first far welding the structure then for assembling the manr components within the POB. The major design goals are: I ) to provide high dimensional stability. 2) to provide access to assembled optical cells within the POB 3) to facilitate coarse alignment of the optics. and 4) to he relatively compact. an aspect that ripples through the design of the ETS and system inetrolog facilities and contributes to good structural dynamics and low temperature gradients. The FOB structure is 5 14. Finite element analysis ( FEA) has been used throughout the design of the FOB structure. pt ic mounts and aetuat u in systems.
This imdel sas used to compare with the experimental nodal analysis of the asse mhled l)l system for freefree boundary conditions. lable 3 shows the correlation to he very good In addition, the animated mode shapes of the FFA match those of the experiment. As expected. all the modes of the unconstrained system are very lightly damped. in the range from 0. I ' to 0h of critical damping. Figure 8 . PUB assembly shosn ss oh optic cells and actuation systems.
Projection optics box alignment
The PUB sas assembled in a two-stage process. The first step was a mechanical assembly of the mirrors using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). and the second step was optical alignment using a visible light point-diffraction phase-shifting interferometer (also known as a Sommargren interferometer ). The optical alignment was based on a detailed and rigorous procedure.
and finds the rigid-body adjustments of the mirrors required to correct for wavefront aberrations and image distortion measured at many points across the ring field. This method determined which of the rigid-body degrees of freedom should be used in the alignment process. 'l'hese are a small subset of the total 24 possible degrees of freedom of the tour mirrors and are those which address the most linearly independent set of aberration modes. Fight degrees of freedom were identified (tip. tilts and piston on mirrors M2 and M4:x v translation on M3 ) that could he used to correct all misalignment modes, providing that the magnitude of the aberration after mechanical assembly did not exceed about 50 nm. rms (this is referred to as the capture tolerance of the alignment). This choice of compensators set the specit cation on the accurac\ of the initial alignment and on the design of the mounts. To achieve this accuracy required knos ing the location of the aspheric surface (in all six degrees of freedom) relati' e to measurable fiducials on each (if the substrates. Ihis ssas achieed with the use of precisely characterized masks that were common to both interferometric sLirface figum c measurements and CMM measurements of the mirror substrates. as well as hy making contact measui ements of the mirrors Just outside their clear aperture. The estimated errors in locating the aspheric surfaces within the PUB were of the order 5 10 tm in translation and 100 ftrad in orientation. The mirrors were assembled ui the PUB accomding to a recompensation of the original design. based on the measured figure errors of the mirrors. 'Fhis recompensation identified positions and orientations of the optics that would give optimum perfermance for scanned images. 1echanical Assembly
The tour projection optics must he mechanically assembled within the P()B structure to specified capture ti ilerances he capture tolerances describe the deviation from the optical design location allos¼ ed for each of the optical surfaces. 1 he capture tolerances of a typical aspheric optic are given in Table 4 along tb an estimate of the accuracy with ss hich they arc likeI to he placed Confirmation that the mechanical alignment was sell within capture tolerances came from the optical alignment station where the svavefront error ssas measured to he approximate1) 5 nm mis as delivered. determine the x-y location of the vertex of a very mild asphere to within the capture toleraiices. 1' he vertex must he located with the interferometer and related hack to physical datum surfaces on the optic. This information combined with ('MM measurements around the clear aperture of the optic is sufficient to establish the optical coordinate system. Since the optical iirf aces are not readily accessible in the assembled P( )13. three tooling halls oneach optic cell are located in the optical coordmate system. Figure 9 shows this mapping pr cess for the M4 optic. l'he tooling balls are very accessible iii the assembled POB. A geometric model that incorporates the optical design. mapping inhirmation and the measured locations ot the tooling balls computes the position errors of the optics and the required mechanical adjust ments to correct the errors.
/
With lust a few iterations, the mechanical alignment converges to approximately 5 microns in z and 10 microns in ' and not including the positioning error in the ('MM and the uncertainty of the vertex location. Optical alignment 'Ihe alignment interferometer is a phase-shifting point-dO fraction interferometer that makes single-pass nleasuremetlts of the projection optics wavefront at various locations in the ring field and can also determine image distortion at those locations. I'he test beam of the interferomcter is diffracted from a pinhole located at the wafer plmne and imaged by the projection optics to the mask plane. Here it reflects, and combines with the reference beam, which is diffracted from a pinhole in the mask plane. 'l'he tso beams interfere at a ('('I) camera, which is imaging the pupil of the projection optics. Various pomts in the field are sampled by diffracting the test and reference beams through appropriate Furs of pinholes located among an array of pinholes that span the entire ring f'ield. 'l'he pinholes at the mask and wafer planes are arranged in an array of 4 points. 'l'he use of arrays of pinholes enables image distortion measurements to be made. 'l'he two tilt terms of the interferograni are directly proportional to the . and v vector displacement between the reference-beam pinhole and the image of the test-beam pinhole. 'l'he relative coordinates of all pinholes were measured to an accuracy of 12 nm using a l_eica IPRO mask inspection tool. 'T'his allows the variation of tilt across the field to be calibrated for actual pinhole location in order to determine the image shift induced by the projection optics. We estimate the accuracy of the interferometer to be 15(1 mu rms bir imageplane distortion. The distortion accuracy is currently about a factor of' four times larger than required. and improvements are being made u reduce errors caused mainly by drift of the pinhole arrays and illumination sstem. Figure 9 The (N1M iiieasuieriients of ilie M4 optical suiface lelU and tooling ball locations (right) required or ilii' mappiiig tJpon mechanical assembly, the first measured wavetront through the projection optics had a wavetront aberration of only 5 0 nm rms. An alignment correction was computed. based on wavetront and distortion measurements made at IS field points In the correction the mask and wafer degrees of freedom were allowed to vary. in addition to the eight projection optics adjustments. in order to locate the best conjugate planes. Prior to making the correction. all degrees of freedom were calibrated by making an adjustment of each degree of freedom in turn and comparing the observed aberration change to the modeled aberration sensitivity. As well as calibrating the magnitudes and signs of the adjustments. cross coupling of adjustments was also b.und and accounted for. The alignment correction required adjustment of all degrees of freedom in order to correct the field-dependent wavefront aberration and image distortion. 'Ihe correction was performed and the aberrations were corrected as expected. The final wavefront was well corrected across the field, with a mean wavetiont aberration of 1 3 nm. and a minimum aberration of 0.95 nm near the center of the field. The alignment also renioed 40 ppm of magnification error and reduced the mean image-plane distortion from 350 nm to ISO iini. A plot of the wavefront aberration, measured at 45 points across the field, is shown in Fig. 10 .
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At-wavelength testing
Following alignment and assembly with the visible-light interterometer at LLNL. the P0 Box was brought to the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) for at-wavelength interferometery v tth a new phaseshifting point diffraction intertèromcter (PS/PDI). constructed for this measurement. Described elsewhere in these proceedings. the EUV interferometer uses arrays of pinholes in the object (reticle) and image (water) planes to produce spherical reference wavefronts. Operating at 13.4-nm wavelength, the reference wave accuracy of the PS/PDI has prevtousl\ been demonstrated to be as high as 0.04 nm rms. Dependent on calibration and operating conditions, we estimate the Included in the stage design is a cable stage that moves on linear guides and is designed to reduce the disturbance torces imparted on the scanning stage by rolling cables.
Stage control
The stage controller is implemented in software that runs on several real-time embedded computers. flie controller compares the measured positions of the two stages with their desired positions and attempts to drive these errors to zero b a combination of feedback and feedforward strategies. The hardware and software used to control the [TS stages is a combination of commercially available electronics, custom electronics, and sotiware routines and drivers specttci1ly configured to perform tasks necessary to interface to stage system sensors and actuators, and execute the necessary control algorithms. Position accuracy of the stages during EUV exposure is dependent on many tactors These contributing tactors include: the stiffness of the overall structures and stages. the accuracy and precision of all feedback sensors, associated electronics, and the control strategy used to manipulate the sensor based information.
Performance results
Stage performance has been evaluated using a prototype wafer stage using a configuration that approximates the structural properties of the ETS known as the Stage Development System (SDS). The ETS requires that the jitter of each stage as referenced to the PUB always be less than lOnm rms and the mean tracking error must always he less than Performance results (Figure 15 ) from the SDS show jitter less than 4.Snm rms and mean tracking error less than I .5nm arc achievable for the ETS. In the Reticle Zone, conditions are maintained to allow operation of thermophoretic'3 reticle protection via the KiebanoffRader "pellicle." The Kiebanoff-Rader approach affords robust protection (> 106) of the reticle from particles during lithographic operation. Other virtues of the thermophoretic protection scheme are high EUV transmittance and intrinsic cleanliness. The Reticle Zone is isolated from the Optics Zone via a slot that allows entry and exit of EUV radiation. The slot acts as a differential pumping stage, allowing an elevated pressure in the Reticle Zone (needed for thermophoretic protection) while maintaining a reduced pressure in the Optics Zone (needed for high EUV transmission).
In the Optics Zone, the chief environmental concern is carbon and oxygen deposition on the optics caused by EUV "cracking" of residual hydrocarbon and water molectiles in the gas-phase environment. The ETS is being constructed from Wafer Zone materials and components that have been carefully selected and screened for low hydrocarbon outgassing. The Optics Zone will allow contamination prevention methods to be deployed, for example the use of ethanol in a "Gas Blend" to prevent optic oxidation.
The Wafer Zone is a completely separate vacuum environment with no vacuum communication to the other two zones. The purpose of the Wafer Zone is to prevent photoresist outgassing from contaminating optics in the Optics Zone. A Resist Outgassing Window resides above the wafer and allows the entry of EUV radiation while intercepting any EUV-induced photoresist outgassing.
OPTICS FABRICATION

Specifications
The ETS projection optics substrates have stringent specifications on both figure and finish, which present substantial challenges for optics manufacturers. We divide these specifications into three categories that correspond to the key functional requirements of the imaging system: figure, Mid-Spatial Frequency Roughness (MSFR), and High-Spatial
Frequency Roughness (HSFR).14 Each category is defined as the integral of the two-dimensional power spectral density of surface errors over specific ranges of spatial frequency. The definitions of each category and their respective functional requirements are given in Table 5 . Because the specifications are tied to a specific optical design and performance requirement, it is important to note that these specifications relate to absolute accuracy, as opposed to the precision with which the optical surface matches a reference artifact. The ETS has been designed to achieve diffraction-limited imaging with good contrast and high reflectivity. The specifications for the ETS substrates that support these requirements are listed in Table 5 under the heading 'Set 2 Specifications'. The measurement of errors in the three key specification categories corresponds to the ranges of spatial frequencies typically sampled by three key types of instruments. For measuring absolute figure accuracy over the full clear aperture, we have designed and constructed a novel interferometer, the Phase-Shifting Diffraction Interferometer'5 (PSDI). It employs nearly perfect spherical waves generated by propagating both the reference and test waves through small diffracting apertures. Our detailed analysis of both systematic and non-repeatable error sources supports the certification of surfaces with 0.25 nm rms absolute accuracy when measuring aspheric ETS substrates. Measurements of MSFR and HSFR are performed using a commercial phase-measuring interferometric microscope and a commercial atomic force microscope, respectively. The accuracy of these roughness measuring instruments has been validated by comparing the power spectral density (PSD) of the surface errors calculated from the measured profiles with PSDs determined from angle-resolved light scattering measurements performed at the Advanced Light Source.'6
Progress in Fabricating Optics for the ETS
Simultaneously meeting the stringent ETS figure and finish specifications poses extreme challenges for optics manufacturers. Three of the four substrates are aspheric (order of 5 im departure), which typically compounds the difficulty in attaining low roughness while attaining figure. At the beginning of the project, the Set 2 specifications were well beyond the state of the art in optical fabrication. During the past three years, however, the vendor(s) that we have been working with have carried out substantial developments and are currently fabricating surfaces that meet those specifications. In order to support the ETS development schedule, we are acquiring two sets of substrates, OflC to 6nal ETS specifications referred to as the Set 2 opncs. and a preliminary sct specified to looser tolerances, the Set I optics. Specifications for each set ale listed in l'ahle 5.
The specifications for the Set 1 optics were chosen to coincide with the anticipated progress of the development program at the vendor facility, as well as the concurrent development of the PSDI.
We have taken delivery of all of the Set 1 optics. which have been subsequently coated with multilayers and assembled in a POB. as described elsewhere in this manuscript. The figure error height maps of the Set I optics are shown in Figure 17 , where total rms power for both precision and accuracy are listed, the precision value reflects the vendor's ability to converge to the measurement instrument, which was the prime focus of the Set I substrates. The accuracy term incorporates an estimate of systematic errors. Substrates Ml and M3 were measured using the vendor's interferometer, while M2 and M4 were measured using the PSDI, which was being concurrently developed. MSI-R and IISFR were measured and were considerably smoother than the Set 1 specifications. Given data from all measurement categories, we calculated the PSI) for each of the substrates, which are plotted in Figure 18 . Although the ordinate axis covers many orders of magnitude, there is remarkable agreement among the curves over the regions labeled 'Optical Profilometry' and 'AEM'. which suggests a deterministic approach for attaining low roughness. errors for all substrates and specifications are listed in Table 5 .
The Set 2 substrates for the FTS are nearing completion to the more stringent specifications.
The I'SDIs for measuring each of the four substrates have been upgraded to achieve lower systematic errors.
Tn-process measurements of the spherical M3 substrate and the aspherie M4 substrate are shown in Figure 19 . M3 shows a figure eiror of 0.26 nm rms while the M4 was measured to be 0.19 nm rms. These are the direct readings from the instrument and are currently being analyzed for systematic errors. Both of these substrates will undergo continued processing for further improvement. 'l'he remaining Set 2 substrates are also under fabrication with final delivery and coating scheduled for mid-2000. The condenser optics require multilayer coatings with a thickness gradient to accommodate a variation in ray angles across the optic. The thickness control tolerance across the large (260 mm diameter) deeply concave Cl optic and the small C3 optics was Two full sets of six Cl optic elements and two full sets of six C3 optics plus a few spares were coated.'8 Figure 21 (a) and (b) show the average normalized thickness profiles for six Cl and ten C3 elements, respectively. (Note: there were two multilayer designs for the C3 elements, one optimized for an incident angle of 1O.645 and the other optimized for 1 1.85O. Only the results of the lO.645-design are shown here. The results for the 11 .85O-design are very similar). The thickness distribution lies within a zone, well within the specified tolerance zone. For the six Cl elements, the average peak reflectance was 66.4%, and the peak position (centroid) was 13.29 nm at all radial positions 66 (a) Ml optic :.
MULTILAYER COATINGS
Multilayers are deposited in DC-magnetron sputtering systems as described previously.'7 To preserve the figure of the projection optics, thickness control to about 0. 1 % rms is necessary. All four projection optics of the first set were successfully coated with high-reflectance Mo/Si multilayers within a 1% peak-to-valley (P-V) tolerance across the clear aperture (shaded areas in Fig. 20 (a)-(d) ).'8 In fact, the thickness variation is less than 0.1% P-V (±0.05% P-V) on all four optics. This represents a thickness difference that is commensurate with the size of only one atom for the full 40-bilayer stack across the clear aperture of the optics, the largest of which is 160 mm wide. The dashed lines in Fig. 20 (a)-(d) show the best quadratic fit to the data. A quadratic, or spherical, figure error induces a tilt and a focal shift that are easily compensated during optical alignment. Non-spherical figure errors, however, induce wavefront errors that cannot be corrected. The difference between the best quadratic fit and the measured thickness distribution for all four optics cumulates to less than 0.07 nm rms of noncorrectable aspheric errors. This is well within the current specification of the optics and, therefore, the error will produce negligible multilayer-induced wavefront errors. The peak reflectance was measured to be 65.3±0.3% at a centroid wavelength of 13.33±0.03 nm as measured at their nominal angles of incidence. between 55 mm and 130 mm. For the C3 elements, the average peak position (centroid) value was 13.277 nm and 13.291 nm for the l1850-and 1O.645-design, respectively, with an average reflectance of 66%. Run-to-run repeatability of deposition rate is critical to insure that all optics in a system reflect at the same peak wavelength. Wavelength-mismatched optics reduce the optical throughput of a system with multiple reflections. Since our deposition system could coat only one optic at a time because of size limitations, run-to-run repeatability of thickness had to be controlled to within 0.4%. Figure 22 (a) shows the reflectance versus wavelength curves for all six condenser and projection optics together. The wavelength shifts among the curves are relatively small compared to the spectral width of the reflectance peak. Figure 22 (b) shows the product of all six measured reflectance curves (solid line) together with a calculated product curve assuming perfect wavelength matching (dashed line). The area under the measured product curve fills 96% of the area under the perfect-match product curve, i.e., only 4% of the throughput of the optical system was lost because of imperfect wavelength matching. This loss of throughput is well within the 15% mismatch loss budgeted for the ETS optics. 
SUMMARY
The EUV Engineering Test Stand is in the subsystem testing phase. The projection system has been aligned and characterized using the development (set 1) optics, while the final ETS optics (set 2) are in an advanced stage of fabrication. Multilayer coatings on both projection and condensing systems meet or exceed specifications for uniformity and wavelength matching. The drive laser has demonstrated performance meeting or exceeding all ETS specifications and continues to perform at that level after approximately one year of operation. The ETS illuminator has been assembled, aligned and characterized at EUV wavelengths using a low power laser, achieving a pupil fill in close agreement with the design. Environmental data is being acquired using the ETS illuminator, in which the gas-blend system has been installed.
Developmental maglev scanning stages have demonstrated stage synchronization jitter and mean position error better than ETS specification. Vacuum-compatible ETS stages are in fabrication and near completion.
